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NOTICE
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bility whatsoever; and the fact that the government may have formulated, furnished, or in any way supplied the said

drawings. specifieationa. or other data, is not to be regarded by implication or otherwise as in any reanrer licening the

holder or any other person or corporation, or conveying any rights or permimion to manufacture, use, or sell any patented

invention that may in any way be related thereto. This report in not to be used in whole or in part for advertising or sales

purpoes.
AFPEA PROJECT NO. 85-P-103
TITLE: Free Breathing Static Dehumidification (FBSDH) System

Field Test Results (Prototype Units)
ABSTRACT

--Deterioration of materiel from moisture induced corrosion in
shelter/trailers/vans (S/T/Vs) during shipping/storage led to the
development of a self-contained system which would maintain a
relative humidity (RH) of 40 percent or less within a S/T/V for a
period of two years without desiccant changes. This particular
system is static because there is not an external means to gener-
ate its operation of maintaining the RH of 40 percent or less.

Six prototype FBSDH Systems were fabricated under contract number
33700-81-C-0074. Five units were placed in a field service test
at SM-ALC/DSTD, McClellan AFB CA and one unit was placed in a
field service test at HQ AFLC/DSTZ, Wright-Patterson AFB OH. The
field test operation was established to verify the prototype
design and to determine the actual life of the desiccant charge.

The first year results of the two year field test data indicate
that the prototype FBSDH system did not verify the design
requirement of maintaining a 40 percent or less RH in the inte-
rior of the S/T/Vs. However, it is anticipated that the FBSDH
system will maintain the 40 percent or less RH level when
properly installed in a fully refurbished S/T/V or in a new
S/T/V.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The US Air Force has long recognized the need for environmental
protection of materiel in shelters/trailers/vans (S/T/Vs) during
shipping/storage. Deterioration of materiel from corrosion, due
to the presence of excessive moisture in S/T/Vs results in high
maintenance costs to the US Government.

The moisture problem has been addressed at various times in the
past years; however, the goals to meet the operating and design
requirements have fallen short of providing state-of-the-art
environmental protection for equipment. Variables such as the
quantity of desiccant required, the effective placement of
desiccant, and the service life of the desiccant, have not been
fully explored.

A self-contained, modular unit has been developed under contract
to provide a dry storage environment for materiel inside of
S/T/Vs by maintaining a relative humidity (RH) of 40 percent or
less for a period of two years without desiccant changes.

Field test operations were established with five shelters at SM-
ALC/DSTD and one shelter at HQ AFLC/DSTZ to verify the prototype
design and to determine the actual life of the desiccant charge.
It should be noted that the S/T/Vs used at SM-ALC/DSTD were not
new shelters, but were reconditioned in an extensive sealing
operation to reduce the amount of leakage into the S/T/V. Conse-

quently, the field test operation was initiated with less than
ideal S/T/Vs with the best effort conditions.

Results of the first year of the two year field test, 15 Jan 1985

through 31 Dec 1985, indicate that the design of the prototype
FBSDH system did not verify the design requirements by maintain-
ing a RH of 40 percent or less in a S/T/V. However, it is
anticipated that the FBSDH system will maintain the 40 percent
or less RH level when properly installed in a fully refurbished
S/T/V or in a new S/T/V.
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INTRODUCTION

BACKGROUND: During storage and transportation of S/T/Vs, proper
corrosion control is not always accomplished. Resulting in
repair/replacement of electronic items in S/T/Vs. A prototype
FBSDH system has been developed under contract to reduce humidity
and prevent water induced corrosion of electronic equipment
housed in S/T/Vs.

Preliminary design parameters for the FBSDH system were
established from published literature on dehumidification sys-
tems. The conceptual design was developed and laboratory tested
to verify design criteria. An estimated two year service life
for the desiccant charge was derived from the laboratory tests.
To determine the actual service life of the desiccant, field test
operations were established at SM-ALC/DSTD, McClellan AFB CA and
HQ AFLC/DSTZD, Wright-Patterson AFB OH.

The FBSDH system was designed to be effective for a S/T/V size of
8'x8'xl0' (640 cu ft). The FBSDH system is a self-contained
modular unit which allows air flow through the unit when placed

in a sealed S/T/V during shipment/storage. This air flow (or
breathing) is created by changing environmental conditions. The
FBSDH system is a static system because air is not circulated by
dynamic dehumidification machines or fans.

The components of the system are suitable for use in an environ-

ment of -40 degree F (-40 degree C) to +155 degree F (+68 degree
C). The system is designed for a breathing cycle of 90 degree F
at 95 percent RH to +120 degree F at 40 percent RH with five
hours of in-breathing and five hours of out-breathing during each
24 hour period.

For a FBSDH system to work, all breathing air in and out of the
S/T/V must pass through the FBSDH system. Therefore, the S/T/v
must be adequately sealed to ensure that all breathing in and out
of the S/T/V is only through the FBSDH system.

The FBSDH system is designed to be easily installed and removed
from a S/T/V (see Appendix A). The only modification requiLed to
a S/T/V is to cut a hole in the wall or door to install the FBSDH
system. Also, the system can be completely serviced without

opening the S/T/V.

PURPOSE: The purpose of the field service test project is to
verify the prototype design of the FBSDH system and to determine
the actual life of the desiccant charge.

TEST SPECIMENS: Six systems (Figures 1 through 6 and Appendix B)

-i2
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were fabricated under Air Force contract number 33700-81-C-0074
by AGM Container Controls, Inc., 3526 E. Lowell Road, P.O. Box
40020, Tucson AZ 85717-0020. Five systems were installed in
shelters at SM-ALC/DSTD, McClellan AFB CA 95652 and one system
was installed in a shelter at HQ AFLC/DSTZ, Air Force Packaging
Evaluation Agency (AFPEA), Wright-Patterson AFB OH 45433-5999.

The interior of the walls and roof of shelters 1, 2, 3, and 4 at
SM-ALC/DSTD are foam and beam construction, while shelter number
5 is constructed of paper honeycomb materials. The interior of
the shelter at HQ AFLC/DSTZ is not insulated and the walls and
roof are constructed of sheet metal.

Test Outline and Test Equipment

Equipment used to monitor the interior relative humidity (RH) and
temperature (T) of the shelters during the field service test is
as follows:

a. Probes for Humidity and Temperature Measurement
Vaisala, Model HMP 23 UT
(T = -20 degree C to +80 degree C/-4 degree
F to +176 degree F)

b. Transmitters
Vaisala, Model HMT-13B
(T = -20 degree C to +80 degree C and RH 0 to
100 percent) with 4-2OmA output signal for both RH and
T.

c. Data Logger, Precision Digital
Model No. 1045-FTM-MA-N-N
Serial No. 208666

The shelter tightness test for air and water leakage was conduc-
ted in accordance with the methods in Appendix C, and performed
on the S/T/Vs prior to installation of the FBSDH system (see
Figures 7, 8, and 9). At this time, an extensive sealing
operation was necessary with a polysulfide compound to eliminate
.he excessive air leakage. No requirement for the pressure/vacuum
decay rate had been established at this time. Equipment used for
this test was fabricated by AFPEA personnel in accordance with
Figure 7 and was forwarded to SM-ALC/DSTD for their use in the

* preparation of the shelters for the field service tests.

*. After the shelter tightness tests were completed, a draw-down
test was performed to dehumidify the interior atmosphere of the
shelter(s). To lower the RH in these shelters, draw-down
cartridges from the FBSDH system were installed to expose the
silica gel (desiccant) to the shelter environment. In the draw-
down confi, ration (Figures 1, 5, and Appendix D), approximately
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84 percent of surface area of the silica jel is exposed to the
internal S/T/V environment, promotiny the absorption of exccssive
moisture froma the sheltea interior into the silica gel.

Upon completion of the draw-down phase, the draw-down cartcicdjes
were removed from the housinj and service cartridges wece placed
into the housiny to start the field service tutts (Apendix )

The CU&Gte humidity indicator (Figures 1, 10, an( 11) is used tc
display the percentage of interior humidity in t:i S/T/V and
should be obs-erved at frequent intervals.

Layout of the shelter positions in the field test operations are
shown in Figures 12 and 13 at SMI-ALC/DSTD, HlcClellan AFB CA and
Hi- AFL!C/DSTZ, Jright-Patterson AFB OlI, cespectivtly.

Table I outlines tne inturii ceLurtiny for the data obtained tron
the fi, d service testinl.

Test Procedures and Results

Inspection

Six systems were shipped froir the contractor AGM Container Con-

trol, Inc., to SM-ALC/DSTD. Visual inspection of the exterior ano
interior surfaces, aiarkinys, hardware, strappinyj, seals, and
any manufacturing iirperfections was made by eagineeriny personnel
frow SM-ALC/DSTD.

Resultb: Results :)f the visual inspection was satisfactory.
4ork.anship on the systeis was classified as excellent.

S/T/V Tightness Test

The S/T/V tijhtnejs test was conducted in accordance with iethods
in Ajrendix C.

Results: Results of the pressure/vacuum tests are annotated in
Table II and indicate that 2.0" Water Pressure (WP) held for
approximately 30 minutes or less in each of the shelters, with
the exception of shelter No. 1 at SM-ALC/DSTD. These results
conclude that the shelters were not very air tight (excluding
No. 1 at SN-ALC/DSTD). All shelters required an extznsive sealing
operation to establish the values in Table II and were considered
satisfactory to initiate further testing. A pressure/vacuum decay
rate had not been establishad; therefore, the data was retained
to determine the decay rate criteria for the S/T/Vs.

Draw-Down Procedure

The draw-down procedure to pre-dry the shelters was conducted in

~4
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accordance with the methods in Appendix D.

Results: Results of the draw-down are annotated in Table III.
The shelters at SM-ALC/DSTD were below 30 percent RH for the
draw-down phase and were put into their service mode immediately.
Also, more than 40 hours were required for the draw-down period.
The draw-down phase at HQ AFLC/DSTZ reached 10.4 percent RH, but
this figure may be erroneous because of problems with the
recording equipment. However, since this is the only RH value
available on the shelter interior, after 4 days in the draw-down
phase, it was considered satisfactory and FBSDH system was put
into its service mode.

Field Service Test

The field service test was conducted in accordance with methods
in Appendix E.

Results: The field service test for 1985 at SM-ALC/DSTD are
displayed in Figures 14 through 21 and are as follows:

Shelter No. 1: From Table III, the draw-down phase obtained a
minimum RiHreading of 28.8 percent. From the follow-on data,
Figure 14, the interior RH continued to increase as the field
service test was continued. No effort was made, however, to
restart the field service test since the data was required for
evaluation of the FBSDH System. Figure 14 indicates that the
interior maximum RH for each day throughout 1985 remained above
the 40 percent level. When the draw-down phase was initiated,
little temperature cycling occurred (see Figure 15) under high RH
environmental conditions (see Figure 16). Therefore, it has been
determined that these conditions contributed to the FBSDH
system's inability to maintain the internal maximum RH of 40
percent or lkss. In addition, it has been determined that
moisture may have been trapped in the interior walls of the
shelter. The sealing operation on the outer surface only allowed
the moisture to migrate into the shelter interior and resulted in
the high RH readings throughout 1985 (see Figure 14).

Shelter No. 2: The draw-down phase, Table III, obtained a minimum
RH reading of 11.9 percent and was considered satisfactory to
start the service phase. The data from Figure 17 displays the
interior maximum RH for 1985 below the 40 percent level only
after the draw-down phase and throughout the month of August.
This indicates that the draw-down phase did reduce the interior
RH and that moisture migrated from the interior of the walls and
was absorbed by the FBSDH system. This resulted in the higher
interior RH readings for the first 3 months of 1985 (see Figure
17). However, from April to August greater temperature cycling
occurred, promoting the FBSDH system to reactivate itself and
dissipate tie absorbed moisture into the external environment.

5
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a. DETECTION OF LOCALIZED WATER-INTRUDED AREAS. If, during
periodic inspection, delamination is suspected on an external
surface of the shelter structural panel, the panel must be
further examined to determine possible causes before repair is
made. The most reliable and efficient method of detecting delam-
inations and/or voids is to use the coin-tap method. The extent
of the delamination and/or void must be marked with chalk or a
marking pen. Before repair, reinspect the area within the
marked outline for any possible holes, riveted doublers, or
bolted fittings which either lack sealant or where sealant has
cracked or peeled away. If sealant is defective or missing, it
is almost certain that water has intruded inside the panel and
damaged the core material.

Refer to the appropriate procedure in TO 35E4-1-162 for the type
of repair that is required. (Appendices C, The S/T/V Tightness
Test, and D, The Draw-Down Procedure, must be changed to reflect
this procedure.)

2. The S/T/V housing the FBSDH system must have a pres-
sure/vacuum decay rate that will hold 2.0" WP for 60 minutes
(Appendix B, The Prototype Unit, paragraph 1.4 and Appendix C,
The S/T/V Tightness Test, paragraphs 4.6 and 5.2, must be
changed to indicate this decay rate).

3. The draw-down RH of 40 percent or less must be held for a 24
hour period to ensure that the maximum RH level for that day is
actually below the 40 percent or less level. (Appendices D, The
Draw-Down Procedure, and E, The Preparation and Maintenance of
the FBSDH System, paragraph 2.1, must be changed to indicate
this.)

4. The service phase must be initiated after a proper draw-down
phase (see #2), between 1200 and 1600 hours, when the external
RH is approaching its lowest- level of the day. (Appendix E, The
Preparation and Maintenance of the FBSDH System, paragraph 2.1,
must be changed to reflect this.)

From test iniormation gathered thus far, it has been determined
that limited implementation of the FBSDH system should be start-
ed. An operational test and evaluation of the FBc H system
should be planned and coordinated with ESD Hanscom AFB. Procure-
ment of the new FBSDH units should incorporate all modifications
or changes in design developed as a result of prototype field
test operation at SM-ALC and HQ AFLC. In addition, the new FBSDH
systems should be installed into new S/T/Vs to ensure that the
units are used to control the interior environment rather than
extracting and absorbing trapped moisture from the S/T/V's
walls.

9
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Recommendationb:

I . Continue with the field secvice tdtiny at S.i-ALC/DS&D
tnrough 31 Oct 86 to detearmiiie if the F'BiSDH will react±vate

* itself during the suiLabec month6.

2. Continue with the field service testing with Shelter i o. I
at HQ AFLC/DSTZ through 31 Aug 36.

3. Pcessure/vacuutii tL.t ,iioulc be conducted -at the coriclusion Qf
the field test operations at SM4-ALC/DSTD and HQ AFLC/DSTZ.

4. Complete data evaludtion fcr the entire field test operation
at SM-ALC/DSTD and HQ AFLC/DSTZ, to determine trends in the R11
and temitie-ature of the interior shelter environments.

5. Value engineer the FBSDH system to reduce the unit cost and
increase the unit's effectivenes (increase the amount of
desiccant).

6. Pendinmj completion of the field service test, coordinate and
select with ESD Hanscom AFB a program to implement an operation-
al test and evaluation of the FBSDII system into new S/T/Vs.

10



APPENDIX A

INSTALLATION OF A FREE BREATHER STATIC DEHUMIDIFICATION

SYSTEM AND HUMIDITY INDICATORS IN A SHELTER/TRAILER/VAN

1.0 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Two humidity indicators are used with the installation of
the FBSDH system. One humidity indicator is installed in the
cover of the FBSDH system and the other is installed through the
wall of the S/T/V in a location away from the FBSDH system. The
humidity indicator installed in the cover of the FBSDH system is
a guide to the condition of the desiccant in the FBSDH system.
The humidity indicator located away from the FBSDH system is a
guide to the RH in the S/T/V.

1.2 The humidity indicators contain a color change disc which
changes from blue to lavender to pink as the RH increases and
turns back to blue as the RH decreases.

1.3 Each color change disc is divided into four segments, these
segments correspond to 30, 40, 50, and 60 percent RH respec-
tively. For example, if the 40 percent segment of the disc is
lavender or pink, the humidity indicator is indicating a RH of
over 40 percent. But it is also indicating that the RH is less
than 50 percent.

1.4 The FBSDH system is a self-contained modular unit. The
FBSDH system is designed to be easily mounted and/or removed from
the exterior wall/door of a S/T/V.

1.5 The air inlet tube to the FBSDH system is designed to
protect against the ingress of blowing snow, rain, dirt, insects,
animals, birds and/or other foreign materials.

1.6 Each FBSDH system module was designed to hold enough units
of desiccant for a service life of two years and should maintain
the RH of 40 percent or less in a S/T/V that is 8'x8'xlO' when in
accordance with MIL-STD-210B, Table V.

INSTALLATION OF FBSDH SYSTEM

2.0 The FBSDH system is to be installed in the main structure of
the S/T/V.

2.1 The separate humidity indicator is to be installed in the
structure of the S/T/V as described in paragraph 2.6.

2.2 Select a location in the structure of the S/T/V for instal-
lation of the FBSDH system. Check carefully for clearance around

ii



trie FI~3SbD 4'ste.a, in(, L-)articularly the -.21i.ic tor j oruin jt
thue BSDtH byste... into the S/'l/ . III tack -.LA.'-LOW1 confijuraitioa)
a cleararice of 14 i ric.hes i- c~i d~cui:teca rts jyes. 1:n~
FUISSbii SyStel;6 Cover i:t -i '-;6EiblC troi.i tilc: exterict S/Ii/VJ tc~r
6ecviciriy while th- '2/T/V is in ,turaqe. A -;(oor oft hu SI/V i.--

-~ the jr,2turred location.

2.2 Usinj the teiplato snown inl ej'iu;, .5i, cut the LecLjuicod
0, eniny~ for thc intalltiuln. if tih,- cur-:- in hfeciwor

~ai&~cjcon6tructin, beal the t iiir uet,-Ii the in~ide d&c
out ,icd!.- 3heathiin, with a 1,oly.-ultide co:an cr~r~n~tu .IL-
S-A7 , 1-2,c 11 dovnt± wcll ve~itiiate6 acea!,. %efv-c C

IC Xj4-l-L2,rj'raL 1n '4-!5, 4 -lv afic, 4-17 tur further ij-
st~u~tonS on ak;ciuiinpo~ar

2.4 Apjly a tlini cuatiniy uf ItK joy~1ide ~oio )to. thle
ins ide 3urfacQ .' the. !0odntiiy~ fldrijO :)I thle U3SDH Zjs tLi ho)Us-

in,, and attacnl rtin 1Sh t- n -.- ,u~n cv~o
drive screws. .eocxeo 2uL.

2.5 Check the installed FBSUHi 6ysteii for) clearonce ndrocii forc
pjrotrusion of thu cartridjeLa iiito the S/r/V.

2.6 Select a location for the separate huridity indicator tube.
This location shoulo be remuote froim the F35L)1 ,i~stain unit.
Tihe opoieend if the SITJ/V i6 the drefecce6i lucationi; howevtur,
tile 6epacate huauidity indicator may be installed at any location
iuore than five feet away froii. the F'BSDH and about four feet above
tho oottow of the S/i,/V. The beparate hu~iiioity indicator 6hould
be installed in ,location that can oe viewea when thke S/P/V is
in btoLajE.

2.7 USilnj tile t011Alate shown in z'iyuce 1i, cut an openiiny foc
the s3eparate humidity indicator tube. Lseal tile UPeninyJ cutan
tht: flanje of thc- holder as describea in arl rah 2.3 -aria 2.4.

.,r 2 . 3 '.incrujhi;, clt-dn the" inside ol the jl/i/V. .ieall
surfaces clea and free of visible nis.~ituru. Coeadscr
all acctesses, door-; mtd o~nn~ nteSIV ntLl

hui..ii'ity inldicator in thet halei, )Ccvided in thu upder ri ,hL haindI
% crner of th, PfISUH systei cove-r and( install the H3S'Ih yf

CCVCC. nstaL ahuwjc~ty incicator in the h-oldeItr installed inl
dp:cwLcaph 2.6 11nd 2.1
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APPENDIX B

FREE BREATHING STATIC DEHUMIDIFICATION SYSTEM
(PROTOTYPE UNIT)

1.0 INTRODUCTION

1.1 The FBSDH system is intended to provide a dry storage
environment for materiel inside of S/T/V by maintaininy a rela-
tive humidity of 40 percent or less during the diurnal breathiny
cycles.

1.2 Changes in the atoospheric temperature will create cnanjes
in the air flow through the FBSDH system. As the interior temper-
ature of the S/T/V will increase, the interior pressure will tend
to increase causing the air in the S/T/V to flow out. As the
interior temperature in the S/T/V decreases, the interior pres-
sure decreases tending to cause air to flow in. These daily
changes in atmospheric conditions is called the diurnal cycle. In
the inflowing phase of the diurnal cycle, the air is usually
humid. This inflow of humid air raises the RH in the S/T/V and
causes deterioration of materiel inside the S/T/V. The FBSDH
system is designed and installed so that the flow of air into and
out of the S/T/V will flow through the FBSDH system thus drying
the air and preventing the increase in RH in the S/T/V from
exceeding 40 percent.

1.3 The FBSDH systeti is used initially for reducing the RH below
40 percent in the S/T/V (called the draw-down phase) and also for
maintaining the RH in the S/T/V below 40 percent (called the
service phase).

1.4 The FBSDH system ii intendeu only for installation in SIT/V
that ace designed ano tabricateo to have an established
pressure/vacuu,, decay cate that will be determiined frou this
field test ojecatinri.

2.0 DESCIkIPTION 0 r'SDIJ SY L;Ti2

2.1 A ihaaci ooja. uf the P13SDH iyste, is shown in Fi.ULct
I. it ccof w .,f < i:<c wuit to be ,i,ounted imi i wall or door
Of a S/lb u/ "iJ"" C~L.dtC mu.it iuc, icator to il eio unted
retiotely fc '. ti, .e or uit t ionito- the atuttujhere inside Cf

the S/r/V. '£.e iaj or wllt contains three (3) reiplaceable desic-
cant cartrial,De.

2.2 'he aa.r unit -t tn,- F:;SDti Systei,, is a housing 28" high x
15-1/2" wiut x 1." 6,_V , 'iio -eljub 14 pounds. hn* housing con-
S. r Lct 1i011 ic ui L i u . The tlangu contains 2f) 1/4"
diamCtec- ioi to i)_ , _c r ,ount if the F13SDH system on the
3/T/V. In~ict tii, nusiin iz a uafflu systew. which contains
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chambers for installation of desiccant cartridges. The battle

system includes a breathing tube and passage to direct the flow
of breathing air through the desiccant cartridges. The major

unit is provided with a cover which is attached to the housing
with 22 captive screw type tasteners. In the upper right hand
corner of the cover is a Humidity Indicator used to monitor the
condition of the desiccant charge. An inlet elbow is attached to
the lower right hand corner of the cover. A rubber plug for the
inlet opening is attached to the cover by a chain.

2.3 Three cartridges of silica gel are provided with each FBSDH
system. Each cartridge contains approximately 17 pounds of silica
gel MIL-D-3716, Type II, grade H. The total of 51 pounds of
silica gel is equivalent to approximately 600 units of desiccant.
The top, bottom, and three sides of the cartridges are of perfor-
ated aluminum alloy. The fourth side or edge of the cartridge is
solid (unperforated). The rubber strip in the cartridge
construction is to seal the cartridge to the baffle assembly
when the cartridges are installed in the housing. Figure 4 shows
a cartridge.

2.4 The cartridges are designed to be installed with the unper-
forated surface facing outside the S/T/V for the draw-down phase
(Figure 5). In this configuration a large area of desiccant is
exposed to the humid air inside the SIT/V. For the service phase

the cartridges are installed with the unperforated surface facing
inside the S/T/V. In this configuration the breathing air flows
through the cartridges.

2.5 A charge of silica gel in the FBSDH system is used to adsorb
moisture from the inbreathing humid air. The outbreathing air
from the interior of the S/T/v flows through the charge of silica
gel in a path that it will remove some of the absorbed moisture
from the silica gel (Figure 6), and dissipate it into the exter-
nal environment.

2.6 Pressure drop of the air flow through the system is 0.01
inches of water. (It should be noted that the lower the pressure
drop through the system, the more likely it is that breathing air
will flow through the system, rather than leaking into the S/T/V
through some other path).

1*
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APPENDIX C

TESTING SHELTER/TRAILER/VAN FOR TIGHTNESS PRIOR TO USE OF THE
FREE BREATHER STATIC DEHUMIDIFICATION SYSTEM

1.0 INTRODUCTION

1.1 It is important that the structure of an S/T/V, in which a

FBSDH system is installed, be air tight. Leakage of humid air and

water into the S/T/V must be eliminated for the breathing cycles
to pass through the FBSDH system.

1.2 Since our concern is the leakage of air, a method of testing
using air is required. A pressure/vacuum decay rate has not been
established; therefore, it is essential to retain all data to
determine the decay rate criteria.

1.3 The first step in the air tightness test is to stabilize the
S/T/V for 12 hours in an environment that is not in direct
sunlight. The environment stabilizing the S/I/V must also not
have changed more than 10 degrees F during this stabilization
time.

1.4 The second step in the air tightness test is a thorough
visual internal and external check of the condition of the
SIT/V. Warped doors, small openings, missing fasteners and
deteriorated gaskets and seals should be repaired during this
check.

1.5 Since the FBSDH system will be placed in service as soon as
the tightness test is completed, the interior of the S/T/V should
be clean, dry and ready for installation. Equipment in the S/T/V
should be properly secured. Required documentation such as a
T.O., shipping instruction, etc., for the equipment in the S/T/V
should be checked.

1.6 The method of testing shall consist of applying low pressure
air to the inside of the S/T/V and checking the outside of the
S/T/V for leakage using a soap bubble test. When all leaks have
been corrected, a vacuum shall be applied to the S/T/V. Finally,
the differential pressure, between the inside and the outside of
the S/T/V, shall be measured and recorded along with the time
required to hold the 2.0" WP.

1.7 The pressure test is used to apply a pressure to the inside
of the S/T/V so that leaks can be found using the soap bubble
method. The vacuum test is used as a final test.

2.0 TEST EQUIPMENT

15



2.1 fhe etluip.tient ce'..uiceu tuC the te~st j. CALo Fn~i'%J1e/.
It cons ;ists of i- VaC/,lWewed a. L1 iienit AU, 1 . illiioleter dili
hoses; to conntzct tni- 026L pet.tctn S~L to, tht
Vaic / bLC Wlc r.

2.2 ih, Vcc/Uluwec .6up.ALe tht positive frs.i~ for tLL
presuc . tet and the vc~cuuw.. fuz th vacuuio tea3..

2.3 The iiianoi-etec is useci to nhieasure 6~i dif~rr~o

2.4 Thn~jl(f loxible r huse i~ Led to ~wjc thk2
Vac/Blowec to Lte uinirifold arid the loanifllj to tfis ilekt of th'3
F?3S D H. tloze clawp:s .,ill ue ce,,juiced on trie e-n,:i6 of thi6 C-D t
prevent 1eakaje.

*3.0 PRLSSURE TPST

3.1 Connect the test i~ianifold to the Fi3SDEI, as snown on F'ijuce
9). Close Valve "A." Connect the Vac/Blower pressure iide to,
the mn i fold .

3.2 Start the Vac/Blower.

3.3 Slowly op.en valve "A" whi Le observinyj the press6ure
di f ferential on the wanoreter . If the mnanomneter is less than
2.0' 4P restrict the cpenin'j to obtain 2.0" wP.

3.4 Ujv'ny a soap z3olution chock all potential sources of leakage
* in the S/iT/V. Sources of(.A ~ would be joints, pens-tration.5,

door a~skets anu iitiiar oldces. Dur2iry this te st, check the hose
*connection LetwQ%.n thiv iarifoltd al tne FBSD1 6y~it~ai. A. 1c~kz3

ace o;ic they shIiuL ';-)e corLcL-ui )c miarked tor correctioni.

3.5 Cjccer-t leaksi )j us.. of ap:.roVed seiliny -owp~ounds, caulking
iaterialLs aid tadpC. Rcoiiw'ended se alinq coic.youli. i.s a polysultide
coaijyOu[d, PR-i6d, whic h i6 in iccordanco with 1L-tlJtjC
1-2 (.5olvcent). Thi.s 6houlu bi aplied i-n well ventilatedJ area.
Refer to TO 35E41-1-1('-2, pacaj~caph6 4-15, 11-163 and 4-17 J:oc
instructions oni ci, licatiuni pcduros.

* . ~C Lose 'baivt "A". Observe the Jecay' of Uc~sr n the
iianutiieter. The p~ressure diffurential --hould blowly decay. Record
the timFe requicrd to hold 2.0" v;P.

4 .0 VACUUH TELST

4.1 Coninect thie Vac/Blower fo~r s uctioi, on the test manitold.
Vlse I.vu "A". Start thQ Vac/Blower.

4.2 Slow~ly openl Valve- "A" whi 1', ouse:viily t.ie djifferenitial

16
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pre6SUre reduliny UiCi tLl, ,,d~l-~U- L~eCUIrU tne tili- to adoUI 2.u"

4.3 ±Repeat tne rceure test and the vacuum test ab necessary to
ensure the S/T/V dous not leak.

5.0 LDA'£f To 6Lk L, L:CotW,

5.1 A cccification Seeet showin9 that the test has been
com,,pletea snoul& De 4ept on file.

5.2 A recoro of trie repairs iiade and the condition ot the S/i/V
should be kept on tile.

u.l 'Tne pru66uce aiic vacuuw test shoulo be repeated in the evunt,
of daiage to the S/T/V, noticeable deterioration of the seals :;c-
structure of the S/T/V >r modifications to the S/'I/V.

6.2 The pressure and vacuum tests should be cepeatea in thc
event the relative humidity indicators installed with the FI2SDH
show that the desiccant charge is exhausted in a shorter tine
than expected.

1. Imediateli upon satisfactory completion of this test tine.
FBSDH sy3tem should oe put in service in the draw-down moce.

1.
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AiPPLWAX, L

Pk6PAisAT17i4 AiDO -IAliCTEAiCL J2? 'LWL 6AEALA'ijjl. . i,2

i I 'nc L'b.A i ~y te. is :r iteniu v-u p~ c c,. uce a c;r y 53L oC
~L~vircLei : ic .Lr, ~c L 3/i!IJS Uy L~Iita in. c! dLl L

40u percent or le6.c Cl~ii~j tne diurnal oreathin~j cycle!,.

1. i w '~~Si ytii;a6 c;esijnLud tar a scrvic(- I ito oI 2
in an eniirolihert of -40 detjreu c' (-40 uejretz C) to -,l55 juC'

(+o8 ciejcee C) when iinstalled in a S/ I/v size of 8'x 3'x 1it.
Duriny this -)eriod no mnaintenance* should be ce,,uicea.

2 .0C ACTIVATION O&' F'1SDH SYSTEi-1 FOR~ SERVICE

I The Oraw doDwn Lphase nas been co~iipleted whenr Tec2t.iotc
riu.iidi ty indicator rtzus 40 percent oc less. Th,3di
service i2 hase i6 ready to becjin.

2 .2 fPc,-darC far CeiiJace~lierit of the djesiccanit .ZarLri'jC5 dy

ens~ucinc. that three seald packajes of desiccant cartrid.,cs are
rE:a-dy ILor installation.

2.3 ).eriovc thL cover by looscenima the --crew fastcners that hiJlu

the cover t3 the houasiri,;. Reiirove tho desiccant 2artcicoje5 trot
wereQ o.;u fo r (,raw auwii. Immiediately install Three- ncw dsc
canit cartridyjes. Ttio cartriciyes:,L are to be inLstalled witAi the
L efcra-toc tce out. .- hen 9cripecly installed The cdartcid'p,:s
will ue tlu- n with tne outsicie o the housiiij (F-i,,u:e 3). T I I

cat i5ac2 6t:sijrne c to be -a snu'.j fit in tne oattle a6.Se: if!lj

ca i. io~s ne f- c:ri .he eal ,uLt be forced over thle stopSL iii

the nousn.16j *atfie, assemibly.

2.4 Clos::e ,iu :-ecuc,. tao-- L iSI'd30 i ysteii OU fiu ifi CO:v,,L.

/ , s not uicr ~ e eic.caiit cartcici,.jcus,: LCr Ltnl or
potn nLls.2 The'j Okay UO Cet illeO oLr reaotIVILuu, CetCr LC

S0 to )L:OCeCur.2

3 .: I t t Ii i Cu.1t it I jituc Lt ti.- c. ve.2 Qi Lvi,! u-O y...

*1 o L oo .iC :L t ioi ~ iJ - .Lj >C ./ LIN, /.C~iii VL

sourceLC Of r ~ a~ :111.%(2 cjccrectiull z. Iz:tt..L't Lh,: SI/V
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described in Appendix C and repeat the aLaw down as described in

Appendix D.

3.3 It the huiiuity indicator in the cover shows ail RH ot CLe-at-
er than or equal to 4J i. cent arid tti rc;,,ot injict rutr howsi eil
RH of 40 percent or less, the desiccant cartridges should be
replaced. During this periou, monitor the remote indicator twice
daily. If the RH at the indicator does not exceed 40 percent, it
is not necessary to repeat the draw-down phase. If the RH at the
remote indicator jxceeds 40 percent, the S/T/V is leaking. Deter-
mine the source of leakage ind make correcticns. Retest the
S/T/V and repeat draw-down.

4.0 REACTIVATION OF THE FB5UH SYSTEM CARTRIDGES

4.1 Desiccant cartridge. may be reactivated by placing them in
a dry vented oven which has been heated tc 260 degree F. Before
activation the cartridge should be weighed and the weight
recorded. The cartridge should remain in the oven for 48 hours.
Remove the cartridge and record the weight. The weight of the
reactivated cartridge assembly should be close to that marked on
the cartridge name plate. It the weight of the cartridge and
desiccant exceeds the weight marked on the cartridge label plate
by more than 2 pounds, retun the cartridge to the oven for
another 48 hours. When the weight condition had been achieved,
mark the weight on the proper line on the cartridge name plate.
If the cartridge is not to be placed in service immediately, it
should be packaged according to MIL-P-116, submethod 1A-14. Tag
the package to indicate date of reactivation and weight.

4.2 Cartridges may be disassembled and desiccant reactivated.
To disassemble a cartridge, remove the eight flat head machine
screws holding the cartridge top to the sides of the cartridges.
Note how the cartridge seal is assembled between the cartridge
solid edge and the cartridge top. This seal must be reassembled
in the same fashior. If any part of the cartridge seal is
damaged, the cartridge should be returned to a repair base for
repairs.

4.3 Open the nylon bag containing the desiccant and pour the
desiccant into a clean coitainer. Examiine the nylon bag. If
the bag is torn, it may be repaired by patching. Retain the
nylon bag for reuse.

4.4 Weigh the desiccant and spread it on a clean flat metal
pan. Place the pan in a dry, vented oven at a temperature of
260 degree F. The desic-ant should be allowed to remain in the
oven for 24 hours. Remove the pan and desiccant and weigh the
desiccant. The weight of the desiccant should be close to that
shown on the cartriae nameplate. If the weight exceeds the
name plate weight by more than 2 pounds, the desiccant should be

,.................. .. .. . . .. . . .
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returned to the oven for another 24 hours, or until the weight
condition has been achieved.

4.5 Prepare the cartridge for refilling by inserting the nylon
bag carefully into the aluminum cartridge canister. The bottom
of the bag should be pushed to the bottom of the canister and the
bag spread to the insides of the canister. Pour the reactivated
desiccant carefully into the nylon bag. Close the top of the bay
with staples or by sewing. Replace the top of the cartridge
exercising caution to ensure that the top portion of the gasket
seal is properly installed. Note the weight of the cartridge and
mark the cartridge name plate accordingly. If the cartridge is
not to be placed in service immediately, it should be packaged
according to MIL-P-116, submethod 1A-14. Tag the package with the
weight and date of recharging.

5.0 REFILLING OF DESICCANT CARTRIDGES WITH DESICCANT

5.1 Cartridge may be refilled with fresh desiccant. Remove the
top of the cartridge in accordance with paragraph 4.2. Open the
nylon bag and discard the desiccant. Note: The desiccant may
be saved by reactivation as described in paragraph 4.4. Check
the nylon bag as described in paragraph 4.3 and 4.5. Refill the
cartridge with silica gel, MIL-D-3716 SPEC, Type II, Grade H.
Replace the top, checking the gasket seal and mark the cartridge
name plate cs necessary. Package the cartridge, according to
MIL-P-116, submethod lA-14 if it is not to be put into service
immediately.

6.0 TAKING FBSDH SYSTEM OUT OF SERVICE

6.1 The FBSDH system is taken out of service by installing the
plug into the inlet elbow at the lower right hand corner of the
FBSDH system cover. Desiccant cartridges may be removed or
retained in the housing.

7.0 REMOVAL OF FBSDH SYSTEM

7.1 The FBSDH system may be removed from the S/T/V by unbolting
the FBSDH system housing flange. The remote separate RH
indicator tube may be removed by unbolting the flange from the
S/T/V.

7.2 Blank the openings in the S/T/V with suitable metal plate,
properly sealed.
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TABLE I

INTERIM REPORTING

1. Type A: Telephonic Communication

Frequency: Once per week for four weeks

Contents: Review of performance of FBSDH during the previous
seven days.

2. Type B: Written Report

Frequency: Once per month for duration of project

Content:

a. It should be noted that data was recorded each day,
every hour within the 24-hour period, for each of the five
shelters.

b. Exterior temperature and relative humidity readings
correspond to 0400 and 1600 hours denoting the maximum
environmental changes in the SM-ALC area according to data from
the USAF weather station.

c. General weather conditions for each 7-day period.

d. This report will also include all pertinent
information that the engineers of record regard as a significant
contribution to the document of this field test.

3. As the project goes forward, reporting procedures will be

adjusted as required.
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Figure 12.
Field Layout at SM-ALC/DST, McClellan AFB CA
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Figure 13.

Field Layout at HQ AFLC/DSTZD, Wright-Patt AFB OH
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DISTRIBUTION LIST

DTIC/FDAC 2
Cameron Station
Alexandria VA 22304-6145

HQ AFLC/DSTZ Library 20
Wright-Patterson AFB OH 45433-5999

HQ AFLC/DSTP 1
Wright-Patterson AFB OH 45433-5999

HQ USAF/LETT 1
Wash DC 20330

OC-ALC/DST 1
Tinker AFB OK 73145

00-ALC/DST 1
Hill AFB UT 84406

SA-ALC/DST 1
Kelly AFB TX 78241

SM-ALC/DST/DSTD 1 ea
McClellan AFB CA 95652

WR-ALC/DST
Robbins AFB GA 31098

ASD/AWL
Wright-Patterson AFB OH 45433

DLSIE/AMXMC
USA Logisitics Mgt Ctr
Ft Lee VA 23801

US AMC Packaging, Storage, and 1
Containerization Center/SDSTO-T

Tobyhanna PA 18466

US Army Natick Labs/STRNC-ES 1
Natick MA 01760

NAVSUPSYSCMO/SUP-0321A 5

Wash DC 20376

ASO/TEP-A 1

700 Robbins Ave
Philadelphia PA 19111
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DISTRIBUTION LIST (Cont'd)

US Army AMCCOM/SMCAR-AED I
Dover NJ 07801-5001

GSA, Office of Engineering Mgt I
Packaging Division
Wash DC 20406

HQ DLA/OWO
Cameron Station
Alexandria VA 22304-6145

ASD/ALXP
Wright-Patterson AF3 OH 45433

AFSC AD/YNP/YNEP I ea
Eglin AFB FL 32542

HQ AFLC/DS/DST 2 ea
Wright-Patterson AFB OH 45433

HQ AFCC/MMA 2
Wriyht-Patterson AFB OH 45433

AFALC/CV 2
Wright-Patterson AFB OH 45433

AFALC/OA 2
Wright-Patterson AF8 OH 45433

AFLC LOC/CV 2
Wright-Patterson AFB OH 45433

AFLC LOC/TL 2
Wright-Patterson AFB OH 45433

ASD/TAM/TAME 2 ea
Wright-Patterson AFB OH 45433

ESD/ XRMS 2
Hanscom AFB MA 01731
Attn: Major Ron Ege

SM-ALC/DSQS 1
McClellan AFB CA 95652

SM-ALC/MMET (John Waskewicz) 1
McClellan AFB CA 95652
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DISTRIBUTION LIST£ (Cont'd)

SM-ALC/MMCGE 2

McClellan AFB CA 95652
Attn: George Isley

SM-ALC/MAIPG
icClellar A2,3 CA 95652

AG: Container Controls inc. 3
3526 E. Pt. Lowell Rca
PO Box 40020
Tucson AZ 35717-0020
Attn: 11ojer Stewart

U.S. Army Research, Development, 2
Enyineerin 5 Centr/ STRNC-UST

Attn: Nick Patav
Natick MA 01756-5000
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